Abstract. The area starts with Galois and Gauss. Group theory and exponential sums were the two application areas then. That tradition continues.
Beyond Weil bounds curves with many rational points
Let p be a prime. The word curve in this preface always means a one dimensional projective nonsingular algebraic variety. The phrase variety o ver a nite eld means the equations have coe cients in a nite eld F q . The usual notation applies: q is p t with p a prime and t 1 an integer. Then, F q is the unique eld (up to isomorphism) with q elements. For any eld K, K is its algebraic closure. If X is a curve, let its genus be g(X) = g. The curve P 1 is the projective line. If we use a subscript t as in P 1 t , this means t you are given an inhomogenous parameter running over the points on P 1 .
The Weil bound estimates the number of points on curves. It o ers, however, little for q xed if the curves have large genus. Applications with g large include explicit constructions of curves arising in coding theory: to compute weight e n umerators from Frobenius eigenvalues. It also includes applications to graph theory and various problems involving the decomposition types of polynomials. Persistent preoccupations include exceptional polynomials, Davenport and Schur problems, estimates for Kloosterman sums, Ramanujan graphs. These stipulate a su ciently NSF #DMS-9622928 and the Alexander von HumboldtFoundation contributed support. 1 large prime p for the appearance of phenomena that treat the error term in the Weil bound as explicit and small. The error term is roughly 2g p q (there are improvements when q is not a square). Assume q xed and g large. Then, the error overwhelms the main term, q + 1 , i n t h e W eil estimate. This is the naive source for papers on curves over F q with genus g large and many rational points.
The paper of Niederreiter and Xing reviews previous results. Two quantities often appear: N q (g), the maximum for F q points running over all ( nitely many u p to isomorphism over F q ) c u r v es of genus g and A(q) = lim sup g7 !1 Nq(g) g;1 . This volume has papers from the people who produced the four now standard approachs. Adding to this, several connect their approach to another.
1.1. The moduli space approach. Typically the area refers to modular curves as classical curves rather than as moduli spaces. The moduli space treatment e s c hews detailed equation information. Rather, each p o i n t o n s u c h a curve attaches to an object with its own internal structure.
Vl adut and Drinfeld around 1983 showed A(q) q 1=2 ;1 for all q. A b r i e f v ersion of a satisfying result for q a s q u a r e g o e s l i k e this. Ihara, and Tsfasman-Vl adut-Zink established a lower bound A(q) q 1=2 ; 1, so A(q) = q 1=2 ; 1 f o r any square q.
The brief version, however, doesn't do justice to compelling aspects of the story.
Ihara's contribution went through stages starting in the late 60s. The following de nition states a basic principle. Let C i , i 2 I beanatural sequence of curves over F q . The meaning of natural, of course, is up to the investigator. Detecting how this sequence contributes to the problem requires knowing the asymptotic behavior of the genus and number o f rational points.
Suppose q = p 2 and (N p) = 1. Then, the reduction of the modular curve X(N) (elliptic curves with level N structure) has a model over F p 2 . The curve X(N) c o vers the classical j-line. We k n o w its genus, reduction mod p works well, and there is a set of points of known cardinality o n X(N) o ver F p 2 . The ultimate source of being over F 2 p is a subtlety from th e points lying over j values where the elliptic curves have n o p-division points: supersingular curves. So, Ihara's example, when q = p 2 exhibits these properties.
The contributing curves forms a natural projective system of moduli spaces.
Rational points contributing to A(p 2 ) correspond to nonordinary reduction of the object (elliptic curve) they represent.
A di erential (holomorphic except at the cusps) on X(N) has its zeros located at these particular rational points. The Frobenius lifts as an explicit correspondence to characteristic 0.
Even if a curve over F q contributes signi cantly to N g (q), it won't do so for N g (q 0 ) where qjq 0 . So, to extend this result to other square powers of p, Ihara developed similar results for Shimura curves. These are moduli spaces of abelian varieties associated with quaternion algebras. Ihara's paper Shimura curves over nite elds and their rational points simpli es the literature on this example. It also reconsiders questions open from the 1970s. show a community g r o wing comfortable with using Drinfeld modules.
1.4. One curve with many points and ber products. Coding theory applications don't explicitly ask for curves with many rational points. Rather, they seek structured sets of curves with many rational points. van der Geer and van der Vlugt have used coding theory as a source of problems for nding sets of such curves. Constructing Curves over Finite Fields with Many P oints by Solving Linear Equations expands their ber product technique. For some problems their method is more e cient than class eld theory.
The process starts with a linear system L of functions on C. For f 2 L, form the ber product of these covers of the w-line: x 2 C 7 ! f(x) = w and z 7 ! z p ;z = w.
Call this curve C f . The divisor giving L has support in rational points on C. (Avoid those for giving reducibility, by assuming f 6 = m p ; m for any m in the function eld of C.) To assure the resulting ber product has rational points restrict to the following linear condition. Use only those f with f(P) h a ving 0 trace from F q to F p for all P in the support of D. Let f 1 : : : f n be a basis of the linear subspace satisfying these conditions. Take C L the ber product over all the f 1 : : : f n . The result is independent of the basis. The unique nonsingular model of C L i s a c o vering of C with all rational points in the support of D split completely. The method easily computes the Jacobian and the number of rational points.
This explicitly reproduces many examples from papers of Niederreiter and Xing. There the curves were from narrow r a y class elds determined by Drinfeld modules of rank 1 over a curve. This story resembles achieving maximal groups of automorphisms. Maximal curves often have large automorphism groups, and Jacobians isogenous to products of supersingular elliptic curves (there being but one supersingular curve u p t o isogeny). There is yet no classi cation of maximal curves over F q 2 of a given genus.
The genus of a maximal curve over F q 2 satis es either g (q ; 1) 2 =4 or g = (q ; 1)q=2. There is one maximal curve (up to F q 2 -isomorphism) over F q 2 with g = ( q ; 1)q=2. This is the Hermitian curve with a ne equation y q + y = x q+1 . Similarly, if the genus is (q ; 1) 2 =4, q, i t m ust be y q + y = x (q+1)=2 .
Monodromy groups of characteristic p covers
Related to the topic of maximal curves, valid over all nite elds (not just over F q 2 ), is that of median value curves. These curves over F q have exactly q t + 1 p o i n ts over F q t for in nitely many t. Many of these curves do have large automorphism groups and supersingular Jacobians, but most do not. projective symplectic isometry groups and (vectorial) symplectic isometry groups Sp(2m q) projective symplectic similitude groups PGSp(2m q) and the (vectorial) symplectic similitude groups GSp(2m q))
One sees here Abhyankar's mantra (his name!). It illustrates how combinatorially changing exponents in polynomial expressions relates distinct Chevalley group series. It doesn't, however, explain it. paper also contains a compendium of group notation useful for those not nite groups theorists.
2.4. Reduction mod p and eld of moduli of covers. Debes (with his student Deschamps) has general conjectures relating these topics: Hilbert's irreducibility theorem, elds of de nition of covers, and various re ned embedding problems.
These put di erent formulations of the regular version of the Inverse Galois Problem over any eld under one conjecture of Black: Any Galois extension of a eld K is a specialization from a regular Galois extension L=K(t). These clean formulations require K to be arbitrary. This motivates the papers of Debes and Emsalem in this volume. Here, non-Galois covers initiate the process of going to the Galois closure. This produces a constant eld extension that is part of the formulation. Either the base curve o f t h e c o ver has bad reduction, or two points of the branch locus meet, or the rami ed prime divides the order of the geometric monodromy group. This result requires care in stating the equivalence between covers. Several kinds of covers appear in applications depending on what extra data the equivalence preserves. Emsalem's paper assumes xed maps to the base curve X for mere covers. He assumes xed isomorphisms of the automorphism group with a xed group G for Galois (G-)covers.
The eld of moduli of such an equivalence class of covers is intrinsic to the equivalence class. It is easy to describe. Let S be a complete listing of all objects in the equivalence class over K. Then, the absolute Galois group G K maps S to another equivalence class for the (same or related) moduli problem. The subgroup H S stabilizing S has xed eld K S , the eld of moduli of S.
If the moduli problem is ne, the eld of moduli will automatically be a eld of de nition (of some element o f S). Still, in many problems the moduli problem is not ne. Thus, it is serious to decide if a model for the problem exists over the eld of moduli. It is a habit to write Y ! X as if a particular cover were given with its equations. In practice, it is Riemann's existence theorem that tells of such a c o ver existing. Emsalem uses a moduli space approach. So coordinates of a point on a Hurwitz space generate the eld of moduli for the equivalence class S. One recurring problem is to characterize points whose corresponding equivalence classes contain an element o ver the (possibly unknown) eld of moduli.
A result of Beckmann gives one property: only bad primes ramify in the eld of moduli of a (G)-cover. For more general equivalence classes of covers, use G andĜ for the respective geometric and arithmetic monodromy groups of the cover. Then, inertia groups of good primes are in the centralizer ZĜ of G inĜ.
2.7. Explicit computation of monodromy groups over nite elds. Adleman and Huang in On Function Field Sieve Method for Discrete Logarithms remind us of changes wrought in this decade in our ability to compute quantities. They apply to function elds a sieve method for discrete logarithms over nite elds. This is an analog of the sieve method for number elds. That applied to factoring integers. Theirs runs asymptotically faster than the previously known algorithms for nite elds F p u when log 2 p u.
Abhyankar's computations for monodromy groups are often a recognition problem along the following lines. His polynomial monodromy groups are identi ably subgroups of a particular Chevalley group. This comes through the algebraic form of his mantra manipulations. He wants, then, to know i f they are the full target group. Available is much information from the classi cation of nite simple groups. Thus, resolving his problem often comes to deciding orbit lengths of a subgroup stabilizing integers of the representation. Ultimately that factorization problem applies to an explicit polynomial in several variables. Factorization problems appear throughout Abhyankar's papers. Some aspects of his mantra intuit how a c hange of exponents in a polynomial (in two variables) a ects the factorization problem after eliminating one (or two) roots.
The problem, however, that Adleman and Ming treat is of nding a descrete log. I review that. Let x be a generator for the multiplicative group of F p u .
The discrete logarithm problem is to compute, for non-zero h 2 F p u , the fewest non-negative i n teger e giving x e = h: e = log x h. The logarithm function maps the multiplicative group of F p u to the additive group of Z=(p u ; 1). Though the additive group structure is extremely simple, computing the log-function is di cult because this isomorphism is not explicit. Recall: Con dence in many cryptographic security processes depends on the discrete logarithm being hard to compute. Their paper gives a computer scientist's view. For example, the number eld sieve applies (in polynomial run-time) to F p u with u (log p) 1=2 . By contrast, the function eld sieve applies to nite elds F p u when u (log p) 2 .
It is an open (computer scientist) question to nd an algorithm of comparable time complexity for u between (log p) 1=2 and (log p) 2 .
Now consider an adherent o f m o n o d r o m y group calculations. It is likely a function of the adherent's age if he or she would relish connecting directly to the Adleman-Huang method. It should not bring to mind (even if intended with great sympathy) the old folk song, \John Henry was a steel-driving man." Our mathematical era features acute specialization of technique. Yet, researchers express constant surprise at the smooth accomplishments possible by joining techniques from one area to another. (The last sentence of x4.3 is a common mathematical refrain.) There is much to be in a quandry over. Only a few readily take t o n e w techniques, yet so many expect others to understand their specializations. 67) is an absolutely simple abelian subvariety o f J 0 (67). It gives a modular interpretation of 10 rational points of small height o n X(67)(Q), the modular points of X(67)(Q). According to the Langlands philosophy, L-functions of complex automorphic representations of GL n over a function eld K should be a motive attached to aǹ -adic representations of Gal( K = K). This is known only for GL 2 from Drinfeld. By class eld theory, L-functions of GL 1 over K are also L-functions of degree one representations of Gal( K = K). So, this paper contributes to Langlands' philosophy by taking advantage of motivic thinking.
3.5. Eigenvalues of a Laplacian. Chung has many papers on graphs generated by relations over nite elds. Spanning trees in subgraphs of lattices considers the combinatorial Laplacian of a graph and an induced subgraph of a graph.
The classical Matrix-tree Theorem says the number of spanning trees of a graph is proportional to the product of nonzero eigenvalues of the combinatorial Laplacian. This paper relates the zeta function of a graph to the heat kernel and the spanning trees of the graph.
Applications arise from induced subgraphs of a lattice graph. Let S be a connected induced subgraph of a 2-dimensional lattice graph. It shows the numberof spanning trees (S) satis es ce c1 jSj;c2j@Sj (S) c 0 e c1 jSj+c3 j@Sj 2 =jSj (3.1) with constants c 1 c 2 and c 3 depending only on the host graph (independent o f S). Note: a p (E t ) only depends on the congruence class of t modulo p. Following Nagao they de ne the average value as A p (E) = 1 p P p t=1 a p (E t ).
Nagao conjectured how A p (E) relates to the rank of the group of Q sections : P 1 ! E to . The Rosen-Silverman analytic version considers F(E = Q s ) = P p ;A p (E) log(p)p ;s . By a theorem of Deligne, the numbers A p (E) are bounded. So, the Dirichlet series F(E = Q s ) converges for <(s) > 1. They conjecture lim s!1 + (s ; 1)F (E = Q s ) = rankE(Q(T )):
In particular, Nagoa's conjecture follows from a case of Tate's conjecture relating the rank of groups of algebraic cycles to the poles of certain L-series. 4 . A s h o r t dedication to the work of Bernard Dwork Bernie was a complicated man. No simple view of him can encapsulate all his moods. One consistent aspect was a strong loyalty to his students and mentors. Michael Rosen alludes to this from his association with Ken Ireland at Brown (x4.1). Bernie's students reciprocated that loyalty, by being ever aware of their mathematical and personal debt to him. . Proving the rationality of an algebraic varieties zeta function involved constructing a Frobenius operator on certain spaces of p-adic power series satisfying growth conditions. Bernie did not associate cohomology spaces to the variety as expected by t h e W eil Conjectures. In 9], he constructed a complex whose terms were spaces of p-adic power series and whose boundary maps came from di erential operators on those spaces. The Frobenius action on that complex, and hence on its cohomology, gives the zeta function.
An immediate problem arose. Even for smooth varieties, no one knew if the cohomology of this complex was nite dimensional. This gave a basic question. Conjecture 4.1 (Dwork) . There is a G-function characterization of the equations arising from geometry.
19] gives an introduction to this question while covering many topics in the theory of p-adic di erential equations. It is fascinating that disparate mathematical ideas produce such beautiful and fruitful interactions.
